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We wish you joy and prosperity in the New Year directly proportional to the fulfillment that you brought us with 
your continued patronage.

It’s a new year… your customers are possibly thinking, new construction, a remodeling update or a remodel to 
age in place. The trend of cleaner lines will continue and more than ever people want efficiency and better storage 
solutions. The next 3 months we will highlight how Quest can help with decluttering and organizing the kitchen, 
laundry room and closets. With so many new and exciting products out there, it is an easy task to achieve.

With the already minimalist look of our full overlay cabinets that provide a clean modern design along with full 
access inside the cabinets. Opt for built-in organizers to maximize the use of space.  Use pull out drawers, waste 
and recycling container systems, lazy susans, and deep drawer organizers. Spice organizers along with pull/
swing-out trays/shelves are on the rise also. Certainly, do not forget about the furry family members with pet 
feeding stations or drawers.

If you are not remodeling or new construction, there are a few ways to organize in an existing kitchen. Taking the 
clutter off the countertops is a great start. Where else to put those items, but in drawers.  But who needs 6 junk 
drawers? Start with tray inserts, and they do not need to boring plastic or wire mesh.  Add a contemporary flare 
with walnut cutlery or utility tray inserts.  Add contemporary non slip mats to the drawers for more style.

Your coffee station a mess? Organize with a K-Cup drawer insert, it holds 30 K-Cups.

Plastic containers falling all over or can’t find the lid to the container? Add a food storage container pull out drawer 
or a walnut drawer peg system to organize dishware.

Adding a backsplash railing system, will also provide more counter space. Getting the paper towel, knife block or 
other miscellaneous items you typically have placed on the counter off and hung on the rail.

These are just a few tips that will help keep that streamline look in kitchen in a modern and up to date. And help 
making finding things easier and reduce clutter.

We can help guide you with more information on these products. Besides more efficient and organized, according 
to Houzz 2017 home trends a new kitchen leads to a healthier lifestyle.

“The difference between a successful person and others is not a lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge, but 
rather a lack of will.”

Think about that quote from Vince Lombardi as you begin this New Year.

If there is anything else we can do for you at this time, or if you wish to express any comments or concerns, 
please feel free to contact me directly at: chris@questcabinets.com or call 262-334-4949 Ext 4499.

Sincerely,

Chris Lefeber
President/CEO

Save the Date
Visit our booth at the Cabinets & Closets Conference & Expo 

and see the launching of our CLOzX catalog.
April 12-13 at the Renaissance Convention Center in Schaumburg, IL.

Please contact Quest for a ticket if you would like to attend.


